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A B S T R A C T

Scope is scalar transport in enhanced subsurface flows driven by injection and extraction wells. Two transport
problems of great practical relevance, viz. (i) rapid scalar extraction and (ii) contained in situ processing, are
investigated in terms of the thermal transport in a two-dimensional circular subsurface reservoir with a well-
driven Darcy-type flow. Lagrangian (fluid) transport is key to these problems and thus the notion of Lagrangian
coherent structures (LCSs) is adopted for analysis and engineering purposes. Analysis by this approach of heat
(scalar) extraction reveals that a basic pumping scheme involving a static injector-extractor pair invariably
outperforms more elaborate schemes using time-periodic actuation of multiple well pairs due to the formation of
“special” LCSs that retard heat release. Such LCSs are, on the other hand, well-suited for contained in situ
processing. LCSs namely are fundamentally embedded in the thermal (scalar) transport and, given they admit
rapid and accurate control by the pumping scheme, thus naturally emerge as “internal actuators” for the creation
of (dynamic) processing zones and reaction fronts. This principle has been developed into an LCS-based in situ
processing strategy. To this end the non-trivial link between thermal and Lagrangian transport is rigorously
established via methods from dynamical-systems theory so as to enable systematic demarcation and char-
acterisation of confinement zones and their interaction with the wells for the generic case of diffusion. The
framework thus developed is demonstrated by way of examples.

1. Introduction

Scope of the study is scalar transport in enhanced subsurface flows
driven by injection and extraction wells. This principle finds application
in, for example, enhanced geothermal systems (EGSs) (Chen and
Wyborn, 2009; Pruess, 2006; Brown et al., 2012; Chen and Jiang,
2015), in situ recovery of minerals or oil (Dreisinger, 2006; Seredkin
et al., 2016; Guo et al., 2016) and groundwater remediation
(Cunningham and Reinhard, 2002; Hoelen et al., 2006; Goltz and
Christ, 2012) and essentially always concerns one of two problems: (i)
rapid extraction of a subsurface scalar (e.g. heat or contaminants) or (ii)
in situ processing and remediation (e.g. of groundwater). The latter
problem can be differentiated into two subclasses. First, in situ proces-
sing by the continuous throughflow of a circulating production fluid
through the region of interest (bounded by fixed geological or man-
made barriers). Subsurface recovery of e.g. minerals or metals adopts
this approach; so-called “leaching solutions” are injected via the pro-
duction fluid and, after take-up of the dissolved substance of interest,
treated in an extraction plant (Dreisinger, 2006; Seredkin et al., 2016).

Second, in situ processing by the creation of a contained subsurface
processing zone (i.e. without continuous throughflow of a production
fluid across its boundary). Groundwater remediation by so-called
“permeable reactive treatment zones” relies on this principle; “perme-
able reactive barriers” demarcate such zones and simultaneously act as
(i) reaction front for water treatment and (ii) partial transport barrier
by admitting passage only to clean groundwater and holding the con-
taminants (Goltz and Christ, 2012; Morrison et al., 2003; Stroo, 2010;
Gillham and Vogan, 2012).

Lagrangian (fluid) transport is key to the above problems due to
their generically advection-dominated nature (Péclet numbers typically
are in the range Pe ≳ 103) yet dedicated Lagrangian studies to date
primarily concern in situ processing by circulating production fluids.
These studies aim at efficient distribution and subsurface mixing of e.g.
leaching solutions or water-disinfection agents and successfully adopt
the Lagrangian concept of “chaotic advection” to accomplish this goal
(Bagtzoglou and Oates, 2007; Lester et al., 2009; Metcalfe et al., 2010a;
Metcalfe et al., 2010b; Trefry et al., 2012; Mays and Neupauer, 2012;
Piscopo et al., 2013; Neupauer et al., 2014; Varghese et al., 2017;
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Rodriguez-Escales et al., 2017). Such insights are beyond investigations
relying solely on Eulerian flow and scalar fields. Dedicated Lagrangian
approaches towards subsurface scalar extraction and contained in situ
processing, on the other hand, are practically non-existent. Lagrangian-
like studies include investigation of resource extraction via the propa-
gating front between depleted and resource-rich region (e.g. the
thermal front in EGSs) and creation of contained in situ processing zones
and/or transport barriers by subsurface streamline patterns of well-
driven recirculation flows (Goltz and Christ, 2012). However, none of
the known studies on transport involving said extraction and/or con-
tainment (save a first onset to in situ processing in (Trefry et al., 2012))
explicitly incorporates Lagrangian transport physics, despite the proven
worth for subsurface mixing in (Bagtzoglou and Oates, 2007; Lester
et al., 2009; Metcalfe et al., 2010a; Metcalfe et al., 2010b; Trefry et al.,
2012; Mays and Neupauer, 2012; Piscopo et al., 2013; Neupauer et al.,
2014; Varghese et al., 2017; Rodriguez-Escales et al., 2017), to deepen
insights and/or develop new concepts for subsurface flow engineering.
This motivates the present study.

The current study adopts the geometric perspective towards
Lagrangian (fluid) transport by describing and investigating this
through the geometry/topology of the Lagrangian fluid trajectories, i.e.
the “Lagrangian flow topology”, which is composed of elementary
structures denoted “Lagrangian coherent structures” (LCSs) (Haller,
2015; Aref et al., 2017). LCSs offer fundamental insights in the trans-
port phenomena and have found successful application in a wide range
of transport studies (Aref et al., 2017; Metcalfe et al., 2012) including
the beforementioned in situ processing based on chaotic advection.1

Principal goal of the following study (expanding on a first onset in
(Trefry et al., 2012)) is extension of this Lagrangian approach to the
other two subsurface transport problems identified above, viz. (i) rapid
scalar extraction and (ii) contained in situ processing, for in-depth
transport analyses and exploration of LCS-based subsurface flow en-
gineering. LCSs namely define natural “building blocks” for the sys-
tematic creation of (dynamic) processing zones, transport barriers and
reaction fronts and thus offer promising alternatives to conventional
methods. The latter typically are laborious and inflexible by creating
static zone boundaries via a variety of techniques including injection of
reactants, establishment of “ice walls” or construction of infiltration
trenches (Morrison et al., 2003; Stroo, 2010; Gillham and Vogan, 2012;
Ryan et al., 2010; Zendehboudi and Bahadori, 2017). LCSs, on the other
hand, emerge naturally in (subsurface) flow systems and admit rapid
and accurate control by the pumping scheme.2

The two transport problems of interest are (without loss of gen-
erality) examined in terms of the thermal transport in a two-dimen-
sional (2D) circular subsurface reservoir with a Darcy-type flow driven
by injection/extraction wells on its perimeter. Pumping schemes are
considered that yield both steady and time-periodic flows so as to create
transport conditions representative of a wide range of practical systems.
The problem definition and employed methods for its (computational)
analysis are detailed in Section 2. Problem class I, viz. rapid (heat)
extraction, is investigated in Section 3. Key issue is determining whe-
ther elaborate pumping schemes may accelerate extraction. Section 4
addresses problem class II, viz. contained in situ processing, and de-
velops a framework for the systematic creation of (dynamic) processing
zones by LCSs in the generic case of diffusion. Conclusions are drawn in
Section 5.

2. Problem definition and theoretical framework

2.1. Flow and thermal transport model

The study concerns fluid and thermal transport in a two-dimen-
sional (2D) circular subsurface reservoir of radius R, where the flow is
driven by injection and extraction wells positioned on its perimeter.
The reservoir consists of an isotropic porous medium characterised by
porosity φ and permeability K in which the Darcy velocity u is governed
by the well-known Brinkman equation (Nield and Bejan, 2006) that,
assuming typical reservoir conditions as per Table 1, reduces to the
Darcy equation

=u µ K p,1 (1)

with μ the fluid viscosity and p the pressure (Varghese et al., 2017).3

(Incompressible fluid is assumed, implying ∇ ⋅ u=0.) The Darcy velo-
city relates to the true velocity v within the pores via the Dupuit-For-
chheimer relation u=φv (Nield and Bejan, 2006).

Time-periodic reservoir flow is set up by systematic reorientation of
an injector-extractor pair according to (Metcalfe et al., 2010a; Varghese
et al., 2017). Fig. 1a schematically gives the flow (vectors) for the in-
jector (blue) and extractor (red) located on the axis θ= π/2, which
defines the base flow u1. Systematic reorientation of this base flow by
an angle Θ via step-wise activation of an injector-extractor pair on the
axis θk= π/2+ (k−1)Θ (Fig. 1b) for durationT thus results in

= =+u u ur r r k( , ) ( , ) ( , ),k k1 1 (2)

as flow during steps k and k+1. Reorientations commensurate with
2π such that NΘ=2πj, with N and j integers, yield a time-periodic
pumping scheme – and time-periodic flow + =u x u xt t( , ) ( , )periodT –
with period time = NperiodT T and consisting of N steps. Fig. 1b e.g.
corresponds with (Θ,N)= (3π/4,8). The reoriented flow is (following
(Metcalfe et al., 2010a; Varghese et al., 2017)) denoted “rotated po-
tential mixing” (RPM) flow hereafter.

The present study adopts the local thermal equilibrium (LTE) model
to describe the heat transfer, which is a common approach for Darcy-
type porous media (Nield and Bejan, 2006; Watanabe et al., 2010; Shaik
et al., 2011; Rees et al., 2008). The LTE model assumes thermal equi-
librium between the solid and fluid phases, implying one global tem-
perature T(x, t) governed by the energy equation

+ =uc T
t

c T k T( ) ( )m f m
2

(3)

with mean volumetric heat capacity (ρc)m and thermal conductivity
km given by

= + = +c c c k k k( ) (1 )( ) ( ) , (1 ) ,m s f m s f (4)

where subscripts “s” and “f” refer to solid and fluid phase, respectively,
ρ is the density and c is the specific heat (Nield and Bejan, 2006). (Note
cp= cv= c for incompressible fluids.) The LTE model is completed by
the uniform “high” initial temperature T(x,0)= Th and the “low” inlet
temperature Tc < Th at the active injector; the remaining boundary is
adiabatic. Thus heat extraction occurs through the active extractor well
via the enthalpy flux associated with the outflow.

Table 1
Typical reservoir conditions.

K[m−2] φ[−] R[m] w[m] V[m/s] ρf[kg/m3] μ@20∘C−100∘C[Pas]

10−14 0.1 103 10−3 10−6–10−3 103 1× 10−3–3× 10−4

1 A further development of the concept of chaotic advection specifically in the
context of subsurface and porous-media flows exists in the “continuous time
random walk” of Lagrangian fluid parcels. This in essence concerns chaotic
advection induced by the spatial (micro-)structure of the porous medium and
may (in conjunction with diffusion) yield highly non-trivial scalar transport
(Berkowitz et al., n.d.; Neuman and Tartakovsky, 2009; Dentz et al., 2011;
Lester et al., 2016; Dentz et al., 2016).
2 Consider as “proof of concept” e.g. the active stabilisation of vortex patterns

(Lauret et al., 2013).

3 Velocities can vary widely from
=V (0.1 1 m/day) (10 10 m/s)6 5O O in groundwater flows (Stroo,

2010; Kitanidis, 2012) up to =V (m/hr) (10 m/s)3O O in enhanced oil re-
covery and EGSs (Wang et al., 2010; Jeanloz et al., 2013).
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2.2. Non-dimensional model and system parameters

The mathematical model (1) and (3) is non-dimensionalised by
adopting the following scaling for physical quantities (primes indicate
non-dimensional quantities)

= = = = =

= +

x x u u v vR U V p Pp t t T

T T T T

,
2

,
2

, , ,

1
( ) ,h c c (5)

with R as before, V and U=φV the characteristic true and Darcy
velocities, respectively, P= μUR/2K the characteristic pressure and
τ=2R/V=2Rφ/U the characteristic advective time.4 Parameter ϑ is
the non-dimensional inlet temperature that in general equals ϑ=0 yet
for computational reasons here is set at the small non-zero value
ϑ=10−4. This can be done without loss of generality.

Substituting (5) into the above model yields the non-dimensional
Darcy equation v ' = u ' =−∇ ' p', revealing that true and Darcy velo-
cities identify in the non-dimensional representation (Varghese et al.,
2017), and the non-dimensional LTE model

+ =uT
t

T
Pe

T1 2
(6)

with ratio of volumetric heat capacities Π=φ(ρc)f/(ρc)m and Péclet
number Pe= RV(ρc)m/2km as corresponding dimensionless parameters.
Thus the full set of non-dimensional parameters governing the system
becomes Pe( , , , , )T . The porosity is fixed at φ=0.1 in accordance
with Table 1 and the present study – besides the base flow – considers
two well configurations, namely (Θ,N)= (2π/3,3) and (Θ,N)= (3π/
4,8), denoted “3-step flow” and “8-step flow” hereafter. The latter
adequately capture the Lagrangian dynamics of generic RPM flows for
step durations 1 4T (Metcalfe et al., 2010a; Varghese et al.,
2017). Relevant ranges for Π and Pe are demarcated below.

The thermophysical properties of water (ρf=1000 kg/m3,
cf=4200 J/kg K, kf=0.6 W/m K) in conjunction with those of a
porous matrix consisting of rock in case of e.g. enhanced in situ recovery
or EGSs (ρs=2700 kg/m3, cs=750 J/kg K, ks=2.90 W/m K) versus
soil in case of e.g. groundwater remediation (ρs=1600 kg/m3,
cs=850 J/kg K, ks=0.27 W/m K) (Arya, 2001) yields (for typical
reservoir conditions as per Table 1) characteristic (non-dimensional)
thermophysical parameters following Table 2. This gives (0.1)O

and Pe (102O – 106) as typical orders of magnitude. Hence, the pre-
sent study considers fixed Π=0.1 and variable Pe in the range
102 ≲ Pe ≲ 106. Note that primes indicating non-dimensional quantities

are dropped for brevity below.

2.3. Numerical simulation of flow and heat transfer

The non-dimensional Darcy equation and LTE model are resolved
using the commercial CFD package Fluent. This adopts essentially the
same procedure as in (Varghese et al., 2017) by prescribing inlet ve-
locities according to the analytical solution of the RPM flow for iso-
tropic reservoirs. Numerical complications inherent in explicitly in-
cluding the point sources/sinks that represent the injection/extraction
wells in this approach are prevented by modelling the latter as arcs with
radius r0 = 0.1R. Minor difference with the ansatz in (Varghese et al.,
2017) is that here all wells (instead of only the active ones) are thus
incorporated. This results in an indented circular perimeter following
Fig. 1c and, in consequence, a flow domain invariant to reorientation.
Shown velocity field is the base flow satisfying (1) for a Dirichlet
boundary condition on the injector well described by said analytical
solution, a standard outflow condition on the extractor well and no-slip
conditions on the remaining (indented) boundary. The thermal initial/
boundary conditions given before are imposed by standard Fluent
options.

2.4. Methods for dynamics and transport analysis

2.4.1. Spectral decomposition of the temperature evolution
The temperature evolution governed by (6) can be formally ex-

pressed as

= = =
= =

x x x x xT t t T T( , ) ( ) ( ) ( )e , ( , 0) ( ),
k

k k
µ t

k
k k0

0 0

kU
(7)

with t( )U the Perron-Frobenius (PF) operator. The trailing term
constitutes the associated spectral decomposition, with (μk,ψk) the ei-
genvalue-eigenfunction pairs, where eigenvalues are generically com-
plex (μk= σk+ iωk), and αk the expansion coefficients determined by
the initial conditions (Mezić, 2013; Kutz et al., 2016). The individual
terms in the spectral decomposition are the fundamental dynamic states
of the temperature evolution and define the so-called “eigenmodes”
(essentially similar to the Fourier decomposition of e.g. an audio signal
into a superposition of elementary waves).

Fig. 1. Flow configuration: a) base flow u1 (arrows) and corresponding streamlines (grey) in 2D circular reservoir driven by injector (blue) – extractor (red) pair on
axis; b) time-periodic flow u(t+ Tperiod)= u(t) driven by step-wise reorientations of the injector–extractor pair in the 8-step flow; c) computational domain for
multiple well pair with finite sized well radius r0. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)

Table 2
Characteristic (non-dimensional) thermophysical parameters.

Reservoir (ρc)m[J/m3K] (ρc)f[J/m3K] km[W/mK] Π Pe

Rock/water 2.24×106 4.19× 106 2.67 0.21 (10 10 )2 5O

Soil/water 1.64×106 4.19× 106 0.30 0.31 (103O – 106)

4 The reservoir parameters in Table 1 yield τ≈ 20 days. Thus t ' = 1 corre-
sponds to an operating time of t≈20 days on the reservoir scale, which is
practically implementable.
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The spectrum admits ordering as ⋯ < ℜ(μ1) < ℜ(μ0)≤ 0, im-
plying an exponential decay for each mode with characteristic time
τk=−1/ℜ(μk), where existence of a non-trivial steady state yields
μ0= 0. Thus eigenmodes generically exhibit damped oscillations with
an angular frequency ωk that – except for special cases exhibiting mode
locking – is asynchronous with the periodicity of the RPM flow. The
mode-wise exponential decay at different time scales quickly reduces
decomposition (7) to good approximation to a compact set of N leading
eigenmodes

+
=

x x xT t e( , ) ( ) ( ) ,
k

N

k k
µ t

0 0
1

k

(8)

that constitute the so-called “dominant eigenmode(s)” (reminiscent
of dominant frequencies in an audio signal). The concept of (dominant)
eigenmodes finds wide applications in dynamics and transport analyses
including advective-diffusive (thermal) transport in flows (Aref et al.,
2017; Metcalfe et al., 2012; Lester et al., 2008; Baskan et al., 2015).

2.4.2. State-space representation of Lagrangian and thermal transport
Lagrangian motion of passive tracers by the flow u can be described

as a mapping

=z t z( ) ( ),t 0 (9)

with z(t) and z0 the current and initial tracer positions, respectively.
(Positions are for brevity given in complex notation z= x+ iy in the
context of state-space representations.) This enables representation of
the global Lagrangian transport as the Lagrangian motion of an (infinite)
set of passive tracers released at initial positions Z0= (z1,z2, … ,zP)T by
the global mapping

= =Z Zt F z t z( ) , ( ) ( )t i t i0 ,0 (10)

which constitutes the so-called state-space representation of the
material transport (Fig. 2a). Here set Z0 is defined such that the flow
reorders the positions within the set Z0: ℱt(zi)→ zj.5 This has important
ramifications for the analysis hereafter by rendering (i) the global
mapping a linear matrix-vector operation and (ii) F a permutation
matrix: Ft−1= FtT and FtP= I (Speetjens et al., 2013). Note that F is the
adjoint to the mapping matrix describing the global Eulerian evolution
of concentration fields by distributive mixing (Speetjens et al., 2013;
Kruijt et al., 2001). This mapping matrix – and thus F – can be con-
structed from velocity data by the so-called “mapping method”
(Speetjens et al., 2013; Kruijt et al., 2001).

Temperature evolution (7) admits a similar state-space representa-
tion

= =+
+T Z T Z T ZU U[ ] [ ] [ ],n n

n
1 0 0

1
0 0 (11)

with Tn=[T(z1,nΔt), … ,T(zi,nΔt), … ,T(zP,nΔt)]T the state vector
containing the temperature at the discrete fixed positions zi ∈ Z0 and
time level tn= nΔt (Fig. 2b). Here matrix U is the global PF operator
and constitutes the generalisation of the above mapping matrix to ad-
vective-diffusive Eulerian transport. Eigendecomposition U= VΛV−1,
with eigenvalue matrix Λ= diag (ν1, … ,νP) and eigenvector matrix
V=[v1,⋯vP], enables approximation of the spectral decomposition (7)
via

ve , ,k
µ t

k kk (12)

with ψk=[ψk(z1), … ,ψk(zi), … ,ψk(zP)]T the state vector corre-
sponding with eigenfunction ψk. State-space representations as (11)
enable construction of the (spectral decomposition of) matrix U – and
thus approximation of the PF operator U – from temperature data by
“dynamic mode decomposition” (DMD) (Kutz et al., 2016; Schmid,
2010; Chen et al., 2012). A major advantage of state-space re-
presentations is that they constitute matrix-vector systems and thus
admit linear-algebra analyses.

3. Problem class I: rapid heat extraction

The analysis below concerns the first problem class of the present
study (Section 1), i.e. rapid resource extraction, which is investigated in
terms of heat extraction by injection of a production fluid at “low”
(non-dimensional) inlet temperature Tc= ϑ ≪ 1 in a reservoir initially
at uniform “high” (non-dimensional) temperature Th=1. Key to this
process is the Lagrangian motion of the thermal front (Bodvarsson,
1972; Woods and Fitzgerald, 1993; Stopa and Wojnarowski, 2006).
However, none of the existing studies on this matter considers the effect
of a systematically induced unsteady flow. The following concerns a
comparative performance analysis of the base flow (representing con-
ventional approaches) versus RPM flows so as to determine the po-
tential of unsteady reservoir flows for heat (scalar) recovery.

3.1. Heat extraction by the base flow

The parameter ranges demarcated in Section 2.2 revealed that
Pe ⋙ 1 and thus, in a first approximation, heat transfer by diffusion can
be neglected. This reduces the LTE model (6) to

+ = = =uT
t

T dT
dt

dT
dt

lim 0,
Pe (13)

with d/dt the material derivative relative to “thermal velocity”
=u u and =t t the rescaled time frame. Relation (13) has the

fundamental implications that isothermals in the advective limit Pe→
∞ (i) travel at thermal velocity u in current time frame t and (ii) behave
as Lagrangian fluid fronts travelling at fluid velocity u in time frame t .
Hence, (13) can here alternatively be described by the equivalent ki-
nematic equations

Fig. 2. Illustration of the state-space representation Z(t)= FtZ0 and Tn+1[Z0]=UTn[Z0] of Lagrangian transport of tracers released at positions Z0 and Eulerian
evolution of the temperature on fixed positions Z0, respectively. Colour in panel b indicates temperature at given position.

5 This condition can always be fulfilled in at least the limit P→∞ by realising
that a continuous fluid consists of an infinite set of fluid elements.
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= =d
dt

d
dt

x u x u,
(14)

with x(t) the momentary position of a material element that pre-
serves temperature, i.e. T(x(t))= T(x(0)), and is passively advected by
the flows u u( , ) in the corresponding time frames t t( , ). Fig. 3a gives the
temperature evolution T(t) for Pe=106 and thus demonstrates the
generic behaviour for Pe ⋙ 1: formation of a sharp thermal front be-
tween the remaining hot (red) and depleted cold (blue) regions and its
propagation by u according to (14). Here Π=0.1 < 1 implies that the
thermal front lags behind the associated fluid front (which is located at
shown thermal fronts at rescaled times =t t) that travels from in-
jector to extractor; this is consistent with findings on EGSs (Bodvarsson,
1972; Woods and Fitzgerald, 1993; Stopa and Wojnarowski, 2006). This
“delayed” thermal transport and equivalence (14) are particularly re-
levant for RPM flows (Section 3.3 and Section 4).

Fig. 3b demonstrates the effect of diffusion by the temperature
evolution for Pe=102 and reveals that its impact consists primarily of
smoothing the thermal front. However, using the intermediate iso-
thermal (Tc+ Th)/2 (green) for reference, the thermal front as a whole
propagates at approximately the same velocity as for Pe ⋙ 1. Hence,
the delay relative to the fluid front is similar for any Pe.

The net heat extraction by the base flow can be described via the
integral energy balance corresponding with (6), reading

= =dT
dt

T T t T t
A

T t dax( ), ( ) 1 ( , ) ,c out A (15)

with T and Tout the average reservoir and outlet temperatures, re-
spectively, and A the domain area. Parameter τ∗= A/ΠLU defines the
(non-dimensional) thermal time constant, with L the (non-dimensional)
arc length of the wells and U the mean (non-dimensional) injection

velocity, and equals τ∗=9.83 for the base flow. Note that (15) holds for
any Pe such that diffusive heat flux across the inlet is negligible; this
condition is met for the present range Pe (10 )2O . The sharp thermal
front in the advective limit (Fig. 3a) in conjunction with, in a first ap-
proximation, an assumed instantaneous extraction of said front at t= τA
(signifying so-called “thermal breakthrough”) implies Tout= Th for
t≤ τA and Tout= Tc for t > τA. This yields

= +
>T t T T t T t

T t( ) ( ) /
A

c h h A

c A (16)

as analytical solution to (15), where =T T( )A A c advances τA= τ∗ as
time of (instantaneous) thermal breakthrough. The corresponding
evolutions of Tout and TA are in Fig. 4a and b, respectively. Evolution
(16) maintains maximum production temperature Tout= Th until full
heat depletion (i.e. =T Tc) and thus involves the maximum extraction
rate ζA=max (ζ)= (Th− Tc)/τ∗, with =dT dt T T| / | ( )/out c and
0≤ ζ≤ ζA. Hence, instantaneous thermal breakthrough for purely ad-
vective heat transfer yields the (theoretically) fastest possible heat ex-
traction and (16) thus sets the lower bound for any temperature evo-
lution T t( ).

The actual thermal front in the advective limit (Pe→∞) is extracted
in finite time interval tmin≤ t≤ tmax, with

= =t t t t( , ) ( / , / ) (6.6,19.6)min max min max and =t t( , ) (0.66,1.96)min max the
minimum/maximum residence times of fluid parcels (Trefry et al.,
2012), causing a smooth change-over from Tout= Th to Tout= Tc. This
results in a sub-optimal production temperature Tout < Th and extrac-
tion rate ζ < ζA before full thermal breakthrough and, in consequence,
an overall slower heat extraction compared to the theoretical limit.
Fig. 4a,b illustrate this for Pe=106, where the dashed lines indicate
tmin, max. (These findings incorporate that ζ(0)= ζA for any

Fig. 3. Temperature evolution in the base flow for Pe as indicated. Blue and red indicates inlet temperature Tc= ϑ and initial temperature Th=1, respectively. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 4. Production temperature Tout (left) and corresponding average reservoir temperature T (right) for the base flow in the advective limit (represented by
Pe=106) and under typical advective-diffusive conditions (represented by Pe=102) versus the theoretical limit TA according to (16).
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configuration.) Diffusion smoothens the thermal front (Fig. 3b) and
thus progressively advances the onset of a sub-optimal production
temperature Tout < Th (and extraction rate ζ) to t < tmin with de-
creasing Pe as shown in Fig. 4a via case Pe=102. This further retards
the heat extraction and thus implies temperature bounds

T t T t T t( ) ( ) ( ),A (17)

with TA the theoretical limit (16) and T the evolution for the ad-
vective limit (Pe→∞). Fig. 4b illustrates inequality (17) using case
Pe=102 and exposes an only marginal impact of diffusion in the cur-
rent Pe-range. Fig. 4a furthermore reveals that the production tem-
perature – and thus the extraction rate – may for finite Pe temporarily
exceed that of the advective limit at later stages. However, this is im-
material for inequality (17).

3.2. Heat extraction by RPM flows

A key difference between RPM flows and the base flow is the for-
mation of multiple thermal fronts in the former due to the systematic
switching between active injection-extraction wells. This is

demonstrated in Figs. 5 and 6 for Pe=106 (representing the advective
limit) and Pe=102 (representing a typical advective-diffusive case),
respectively, in the 3-step and 8-step flows. However, the thermal fronts
individually behave essentially similar to those of the base flow: sharp
fronts travelling at velocity u following (14) for Pe ⋙ 1 akin to Fig. 3a;
smoothing of the front in case of significant diffusion akin to Fig. 3b.
The multiple thermal fronts result in the emergence and persistence of a
central hot region, the extent and location of which intimately relates to
the Lagrangian flow topology. This is elaborated in Section 3.3.

The net heat extraction by the RPM flow remains governed by (15)
yet with τ∗=9.78 and τ∗=9.54 for the 3-step flow and 8-step flows,
respectively, due to the slight differences in domain shape.6 Hence,
given the production temperature always satisfies Tout≤ Th, the fastest
heat extraction – entirely analogous to the base flow (Section 3.1) – also

Fig. 5. Temperature evolution in the 8-step (top) and 3-step (bottom) RPM flows in the advective limit (represented by Pe=106) and = 1T . Blue and red indicates
inlet temperature Tc= ϑ and initial temperature Th=1, respectively; arrows indicate active extractors during steps n=2 and n=5 for 8-step and 3-step flows,
respectively. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 6. Temperature evolution in the 8-step (top) and 3-step (bottom) RPM flows under typical advective-diffusive conditions (represented by Pe=102) and = 1T .
Blue and red indicates inlet temperature Tc= ϑ and initial temperature Th=1. respectively. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

6 Time constant τ∗ being relatively lower for the RPM flow suggests that – in
the best-case scenario of Tout≤ Th until (instantaneous) thermal breakthrough –
its heat extraction may outperform that of the base flow. However, the only
marginal dependence of τ∗ on the configuration and the (in practice) negligible
size of the wells compared to the reservoir renders this effect negligible.
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here corresponds with Tout= Th until full heat depletion and occurs for
instantaneous thermal breakthrough in the advective limit. Thus (16),
with τA= τ∗, defines the lower temperature bound for RPM flows as
well.

The actual thermal front of the base flow is in the advective limit
extracted in a finite time interval tmin≤ t≤ tmax (Section 3.1). The step-
wise reorientation of the RPM flow causes a non-trivial alignment of
thermal fronts with the active extractor and, in consequence, a first
front extraction that generically occurs at t < tmin, signifying an earlier
thermal breakthrough – and, inherently, retarded heat extraction –
compared to the base flow. This e.g. happens during step k=2
(1≤ t≤2) and step k=5 (4≤ t≤5) of the 8-step and 3-step flow,
respectively, in Fig. 5 (arrows indicate active extractors during these
steps). Thus reservoir temperatures in the actual base flow (“BF”) and
RPM flow generically are (for Pe ⋙ 1) bounded as

T t T t T t( ) ( ) ( ),A
BF RPM (18)

as demonstrated in Fig. 7 by case Pe=106. Comparing the (earlier
stages of the) evolutions in Fig. 5 versus Fig. 6 reveals that, similar as
for the base flow (Section 3.1), diffusion primarily smoothens the
thermal front(s) yet without appreciable effect on propagation speed.
This implies that, generically, temperature bounds (18) are upheld for
finite Pe, which is demonstrated in Fig. 7 by T RPM for Pe=(102,106)
versus T BF and TA. This has the important ramification that the RPM
flow is generically outperformed by the base flow with respect to rapid
heat extraction. Conversely, well reorientation (in reservoirs accom-
modating RPM-like flow) is for this purpose ineffective. Note that, since
dependence of T BF on Pe is marginal in this Pe-range (Fig. 4b), case
Pe=102 of the base flow is not shown for brevity. The impact of dif-
fusion on T RPM , on the other hand, is significant and may in fact con-
siderably accelerate heat extraction, which is particularly apparent for
the 8-well flow (Fig. 7a). This behaviour is essentially different from the
base flow and must be attributed to the non-trivial Lagrangian flow
topology of RPM flows (Section 3.3).

3.3. Heat extraction by RPM flows: the role of Lagrangian transport

The essentially different behaviour regarding heat extraction of the
RPM flows versus the base flow emanates from the corresponding
Lagrangian flow topologies. The associated LCSs namely define the
“pathways” for fluid transport and thus determine the advective
(thermal) transport. The LCSs for the base flow are the parallel
streamlines connecting injector and extractor (Fig. 1a) and accomplish
unhindered throughflow of the production fluid and, in consequence,
the thermal front (Fig. 3).

The Lagrangian flow topology in time-periodic systems as the RPM
flow can be visualised by so-called “ stroboscopic maps” of the
Lagragian motion of the fluid parcels (Aref et al., 2017). The essentials
of LCSs and their role in transport as well as their visualisation are
elaborated in Appendix A. However, crucial in the present context is
that advective thermal transport occurs at thermal velocity =u u

(Section 3.1) and is equivalent to Lagrangian fluid transport by velocity
u in the rescaled time frame =t t according to equivalence (14). This
has the fundamental implication that the Lagrangian flow topology
governing the advective thermal transport in the RPM flow for step
duration T corresponds with that of a companion RPM flow for the
rescaled duration =T T . Fig. 8a and c give the stroboscopic maps
versus the temperature field at t=24 for =T T as indicated and
Pe=106 for the 8-step and 3-step flows, respectively. This reveals a
clear correlation in that the persistent hot “core” coincides with one
particular LCS, i.e. the central island, in the Lagrangian flow topology.
This LCS is special by entrapping fluid in the companion RPM flow such
that it never leaves the reservoir and, equivalently, entrapping thermal
energy in (the advective limit of) the actual RPM flow such that a hot
core forms.7 Said LCS thus demarcates a region that is hydraulically
disconnected and (in the advective limit) thermally disconnected from the
wells in the companion and actual RPM flows, respectively. LCSs in the
remaining part of the Lagrangian flow topology define hydraulically/
thermally connected regions; here fluid is extracted/re-injected in the
companion RPM flow and, equivalently, thermal energy extracted in
the actual RPM flow. Thus cold annular regions enclosing the hot core
gradually form as shown in Fig. 8. Both connected and disconnected
LCSs play a central role in the second problem class, viz. in situ pro-
cessing, and are investigated extensively in Section 4.

Here mainly the existence of disconnected LCS(s) is relevant in that
they cause the inferior performance of the RPM versus the base flow
regarding heat extraction. The thermal energy in these entities is
namely inaccessible in the advective limit and, in consequence, only
fraction β=(1− α) of the total heat can be extracted, with α the re-
servoir fraction occupied by said LCS(s). This implies for the generic
case 0 < α < 1 an asymptotic reservoir temperature exceeding that of
the base flow, i.e.

= = + > =T t T T T T T T T tlim ( ) ( ) (1 ) lim ( ),
t

RPM
h h c c h c

t
BF

(19)

and, in conjunction with a common initial extraction rate ζ(0)= ζA
and monotonic decay of T , temperature bounds (18) for (at least) the
advective limit. Fig. 8b and d give temperature evolution T t( ) for the
cases in Fig. 8a and c, respectively, demonstrating the monotonic decay
towards an asymptotic state (19) proportional to the size of the central
island in the corresponding stroboscopic map. The impact of the dis-
connected LCS on both extent of the persistent hot core and retardation
in heat extraction is most profound in the 8-step flow due to its sub-
stantially greater size compared to the 3-step flow. The difference in
LCS size – and thus the (adverse) effect on heat extraction – between

Fig. 7. Production temperature Tout and corresponding average reservoir temperature T for the 8-step (left) and 3-step (right) flows (superscript “RPM”) in the
advective limit (represented by Pe=106) and under typical advective-diffusive conditions (represented by Pe=102) versus the theoretical limit TA according to (16)
and the base-flow evolution (superscript “BF”).

7 Such islands are inextricably linked to so-called “periodic points”, i.e. cy-
clically returning material points according to (43) and Fig. 19, which are key
organising elements of the Lagrangian flow topology of time-periodic flows (6).
Relevant here are periodic points of the elliptic type, which cause the local
formation of islands following Fig. 19 (left).
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former and latter flows in fact is representative for RPM flows com-
prising an even and odd number of steps, respectively (Varghese et al.,
2017).

Diffusion enables heat transfer across LCS boundaries and thus
eliminates the strict partitioning of the reservoir by (dis)connected
LCSs. Hence, the persistent hot core of the advective limit gradually
releases heat into the surrounding cold annular region through a
thermal boundary layer and, in consequence, progressively diminishes
with decreasing Pe as demonstrated in Fig. 9. Diffusion thus weakens
the impact of the disconnected LCSs in that they here retard (rather
than preclude) heat extraction from the core. Diffusion in this capacity
promotes heat release and gives rise to the accelerated heat extraction
due to decreasing Pe observed for the RPM flows in Section 3.2.
Moreover, the reservoir temperature is no longer bound from below by
(19) and invariably decays to = =T t T T tlim ( ) lim ( )t

RPM
c t

BF .

4. Problem class II: in situ processing in contained zones

The analysis below concerns the second problem class of the present
study (Section 1), i.e. in situ processing in contained zones, which is
investigated in terms of the same thermal configuration as adopted for
problem class I (Section 3).

4.1. LCS-based in situ processing strategy

The emergence of persistent hot cores in the RPM and their intimate
relation with certain LCSs – attributes detrimental for heat extraction

(Section 3) – has in fact great potential for in situ processing in con-
tained zones.8 Consider for illustration a circular body of polluted
ground water. Injection of chemicals via the RPM through e.g. an en-
closing 8-well configuration for = 1T yields (assuming negligible dif-
fusion) an evolution of the contaminant distribution as in Fig. 5a, where
high (red) and low (blue) temperatures represent contaminated and
treated water, respectively. This creates a well-defined treatment zone
that coincides with the hot core and associated disconnected LCS in
Fig. 8a. Moreover, systematic manipulation of the LCS by variation of
T facilitates pro-active regulation of this zone and/or the reaction
front defined by its boundary (Fig. 8a) in response to the process dy-
namics. (LCSs namely form/adjust almost instantly in the typically
highly-laminar reservoir flows and thus admit rapid and accurate
control by the pumping scheme.) Conversely, such controlled (reaction)
fronts enable “shielding” of designated regions. This may e.g. find ap-
plication for in situ mining of an ore body partially sitting below an
inhabited area that must be shielded from penetration by leaching so-
lutions. The cold/hot regions in the above example then correspond
with mined/shielded zones and the treatment zone thus is exterior to the
interface.

Dynamic treatment zones and reaction fronts by controlled LCSs is
an in situ processing capability beyond conventional static methods and
Lagrangian-like methods relying on steady subsurface streamline

Fig. 8. Formation of persistent hot “cores” in the advective limit of the RPM flows (represented by the temperature field for Pe=106 and t=24 at givenT ) on the
central island of the Lagrangian flow topology (visualised by stroboscopic map s) of the associated companion RPM flow at =T T . The hot “cores” and
corresponding central islands are indicated by the pairs of black and red arrows, respectively, in panels (a,c). Panels (b,d) give the corresponding evolution of the
average reservoir temperature (superscript “RPM”) versus the theoretical limit TA according to (16) and the base-flow evolution (superscript “BF”). (For inter-
pretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 9. Progressive diminution of the hot “cores” of the RPM flows with increasing diffusion (represented by the temperature field for t=24 and = 1T with Pe as
indicated) on the central island of the associated companion RPM flow (visualised by stroboscopic map s) at = = 0.1T T .

8 The base flow evidently disqualifies for this purpose due to its inability to
create internal zones other than a separation by the fluid/thermal front.
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patterns (Section 1). The LCS-based concept furthermore extends to
cases with significant diffusion; the latter “softens” the link between
treatment zone and LCSs yet a strong correlation remains in the re-
levant Pe-range (as illustrated in Fig. 9a for the above example). The
Lagrangian flow topology (and, intrinsically, the LCSs) namely is fun-
damentally embedded in the thermal transport. Hence, LCSs, through
their high controllability by the pumping scheme and intimate con-
nection with the temperature field, naturally emerge as “internal ac-
tuators” for the pro-active and dynamic regulation of the system.

The above outlined the general principle of LCS-based in situ pro-
cessing on the basis of observations. However, key to an actual strategy
is rigorously capturing the non-trivial link between thermal transport
and LCSs in the generic case of diffusion. This relies on two generic
methods from dynamical-systems theory: decomposition of time evo-
lutions into fundamental dynamic states and factorisation of the PF
operator into components that each incorporate a physical mechanism
of the dynamics. Former and latter are elaborated specifically for RPM
flows in Section 4.2 and Section 4.3, respectively, and employed to
establish said link in Section 4.4. Insights thus gained lay the ground-
work for LCS-based in situ processing by RPM flows (Section 4.5).

4.2. Spectral decomposition of temperature evolutions in RPM flows

Spectral decomposition expresses (temperature) evolutions into
fundamental dynamic states and thus admits systematic identification
of the dominant eigenmodes (Section 2.4.1). These dominant modes are
the first cornerstone of the sought-after link between thermal transport
and LCSs. The spectral decomposition of the temperature evolution of
the RPM flow is, essentially similar to the underlying flow, a “reor-
ientation” of that of the temperature evolution TB of the base flow. The
latter reads

= =
=

T t t Tx x x( , ) ( ) ( ) ( )e ,B B
k

k k
t

0
0

kU
(20)

which admits alternative expression as an evolution in spectral
space, i.e.

= =T t tx x( , ) ( ) , ( ) ,B
T t t

B
( ) ( ) (21)

with =t( ) diag(e )B
tk and γ the spectral counterparts to operator

BU and initial condition T0(x), respectively. Rotation operator
R : (r,θ)→ (r,θ−Θ) acting upon a function f(x) via g(x)= f[Rn(x)]
enables its description in terms of the original and reoriented eigen-
function bases ϕ(x) and ϕ[Rn(x)], respectively, via

= = =f R Sx x x( ) ( ) [ ( )] .T T n n (22)

with α and β the corresponding expansion coefficients and S the
“spectral rotation operator” associated with R. Note that the reoriented
eigenfunction basis ϕ[Rn(x)] identifies with the original eigenfunction

basis relative to the reoriented reference frame xn= R−n(x), with
1≤ n≤N, co-rotating with the active well pair.

Combination of (21) with (22) enables expression of the step-wise
temperature evolution in the RPM flow in terms of the base-flow de-
composition via

= =T n R Rx x x( , ) [ ( )] [ ( )] ,T n
B

n T n n1 ( 1) ( )T (23)

with corresponding spectral-space evolution

= = = S, ,n n n
B

( ) ( 1) (24)

where =(0) and = ( )B B T . Thus step-wise evolution (23)
becomes a periodic evolution in spectral space according to (24), where
Φ= SΦB incorporates the step-wise flow and reorientation via ΦB and
S, respectively.

Relations (23) and (24) through property RpN= I yield

= =T pN Tx x x( , ) ( ) ( ),T pN pN
0T U (25)

as corresponding period-wise evolution described by PF operator

= = =
=

T x x x( ) ( )e ( ) , .n

k
k k

nµ T n n n
0

0

( ) ( )kU T

(26)

where eigenfunction-eigenvalue pairs (ψk,μk) and coefficients αk
follow from the eigendecomposition Φ= VΩV−1. This gives

= = =V Vx x( ) ( ) , diag(e ) , ,T T µ 1kT (27)

and ψk(x)=ϕT(x) ⋅ vk, with vk the k-th eigenvector of Φ, for the
individual eigenfunctions. Thus (27) links the spectral decompositions
(20) and (26) of the base and RPM flow, respectively. The (spectral) PF
operators relating (through (24)) via polar decomposition Φ= SΦB

renders this link non-trivial. Hence, the (leading) eigenmodes (8) of
RPM flows do not directly follow from those of the base flow.

Consider for illustration the spectral decomposition of the 8-step
flow for = 4T and Pe=104, which has an evolution akin to Figs. 5a,
6a, 8a. The two leading modes ψ1 and ψ2 (obtained by DMD; Section
2.4) are given in Fig. 10a and b, respectively, where the characteristic
decay time τk=−1/μk differs by an order of magnitude

= µ µ( / / (0.1))2 1 1 2 O . (Mode k=0 corresponds with the trivial case
(ψ0,μk)= (Tc,0) and is irrelevant here.) Comparison of modes (ψ1,ψ2)
with the corresponding stroboscopic map in Fig. 10c reveals the distinct
yet non-trivial connection between thermal and Lagrangian transport.
The slowest-decaying mode ψ1 (Fig. 10a) tightly concentrates around
the upper island (indicated by the red arrow in Fig. 10c) and captures
the impact of this LCS on the heat transfer. Said island is a disconnected
LCS and thus retards heat extraction. The non-zero region of ψ1 de-
lineates the most persistent part of the corresponding hot core that
results from this retardation and defines the zone with maximum
thermal confinement; decay time τ1 determines the “lifetime” of this
confinement. Mode ψ1 progressively contracts around the upper island

Fig. 10. Typical spectral decomposition of RPM flows demonstrated by the leading eigenmodes ψ1 and ψ2 of the 8-step flow for = 4T and Pe=104 versus the
Lagrangian flow topology (visualised by stroboscopic map) of the companion RPM flow at = = 0.4T T . Red and cyan arrows in panel c indicate the LCSs
associated with modes ψ1 and ψ2, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)
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with diminishing diffusion (not shown) and in the advective limit its
non-zero region strictly coincides with this LCS while lifetime τ1 be-
comes unbounded, reflecting indefinite heat entrapment.

The second-slowest eigenmode ψ2 (Fig. 10b) correlates with the
chain of 3 islands at the “corners” of the upper island (indicated by the
cyan arrows in Fig. 10c). This island chain constitutes the set of con-
nected LCSs closest to the disconnected LCS underlying the hot core and
thus plays a central role in the heat extraction from this region. The
associated mode ψ2 namely “invades” the hot core (blue non-zero re-
gion in Fig. 10b) and via 3 “branches”, each emerging from one of the
islands in the chain (yellow non-zero “spikes” in Fig. 10b), connects to
(several of) the wells.9 Thus mode ψ2 governs the thermal interaction
between hot core and wells and, inherently, the heat extraction from
the reservoir.

The contribution of modes ψk for k≥3 (not shown) to the heat
extraction grows increasingly short-lived – and thus rapidly weakens –
with growing mode order k due to the progressively increasing decay
rate (decreasing decay time τk). This also reduces the role of the cor-
responding LCSs in the thermal transport, i.e. basically all entities
outside the non-zero regions of the leading modes ψ1, 2, which in
Fig. 10c involves the lower island and the bulk of the chaotic sea.

The above findings reveal that certain LCSs are key to the thermal
transport yet other LCSs are only of secondary importance, where the
dominant eigenmodes (here ψ1, 2) enable systematic isolation of the
former. To this end the link between LCSs and (dominant) modes is
further elaborated in Section 4.3 and Section 4.4. Insights thus attained
are in Section 4.5 incorporated in an LCS-based approach for two key
elements of in situ processing: thermal confinement (Section 4.5.1) and
thermal interaction (Section 4.5.2).

Recasting the step-wise evolution (23) through substitution
Rn(x)= x' as

= =T R nx x x( ( ), ) ( ) ( ) ,n T n T n( )T (28)

describes this in the previous co-rotating reference frame
xn= R−n(x) – with associated coordinate transformation x ' = Rn(x) –
connected with the reoriented eigenfunction basis. Evolution (28)
identifies with the period-wise evolution (25), implying that the period-
wise and step-wise co-rotating dynamics are identical. This has the
important consequence that the step-wise evolutions in co-rotating and
fixed frames following (28) and (23), respectively, are governed by PF
operators following

= =T R n T T n Tx x x x( ( ), ) ( ), ( , ) ( ),n n n
0 0T U T U (29)

with U according to (26) and U its fixed-frame counterpart (Ap-
pendix B). The corresponding spectral decompositions are explicitly
linked via (26) and (B.2), which enables the LCS-based in situ processing
framework elaborated below at both the period-wise and step-wise le-
vels, thus increasing its practical usefulness for enhanced subsurface
transport. Moreover, this allows determination of the spectral decom-
position from DMD of the co-rotating step-wise evolutions, which is far
more efficient (and typically less sensitive to noise) than DMD based on
period-wise evolutions. Step-wise DMD (for an N-step pumping scheme)
namely requires temperature data only for a time span 0≤ t≤ tend/N
compared to 0≤ t≤ tend for period-wise DMD.

4.3. Thermal versus Lagrangian transport in RPM flows

The second cornerstone of LCS-based in situ processing is the notion
that LCSs effectively are “internal thermal actuators” in that they (by
governing the advective heat transfer) enable manipulation and control
of the temperature field via the pumping scheme. Key to utilisation of
the LCSs for this purpose is determining how exactly they (and the

pumping scheme) access the thermal problem. This involves two steps:
(i) separation of the total heat transfer into purely thermal transport
between and purely Lagrangian transport of fluid parcels; (ii) isolation of
the LCSs relevant to the thermal transport via said separation and the
above spectral decomposition. The first and second steps are elaborated
below and in Section 4.4, respectively.

The above separation of the total heat transfer follows from fac-
torisation of the PF operators in the state-space representation of the
system (Section 2.4.2). Introduce to this end the specific forms of (10)
for the step-wise mapping zn ' =ℱn(z0) in the co-rotating frame and the
base-flow mapping zn=ℱB

n(z0), reading

= =F FZ Z Z Z, ,n B
n

n
n

0 0 (30)

respectively, with Zn ' =ℛnZn the position vector in the co-rotating
frame and ℛ the global counterpart to rotation operator R.10 The
mappings relate, consistent with generic reoriented flows, via F=ℛFB,
yielding Ftot= FN as period-wise mapping (Speetjens et al., 2006).
Moreover, ℛ is (likewise as FB and F; Section 2.4.2) a permutation
operator with properties ℛN=ℐ and ℛ−1=ℛT.

The associated global temperature evolutions are described by the
state-space representation (11) corresponding with the base-flow evo-
lution (20) and the step-wise RPM evolution (28) relative to the co-
rotating reference frame. This yields

= = =U UT Z T Z T Z T Z T Z[ ] [ ], [ ] [ ] [ ],B B n
Tn

n
n

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (31)

with TB at =t T . The PF operators are given by

= = =U Q Q U Q U, ( ) ,B B B B
n n

B
T n1 (32)

with ΦB and Φ as before, QB≡Q[Z0]= [ϕ0(Z0) ϕ1(Z0)⋯ ϕk(Z0)⋯]
and Q≡Q[Z0'], with Z0 ' =ℛnZ0 for any n, the eigenfunction bases
relative to fixed and co-rotating frames, respectively. Refer to Appendix
C for detailed derivations.11

The state-space representation enables factorisation of the PF op-
erators (32) into two fundamental components according to

= = =U F G G F U U F G G FU G, , , ,B B
T

B B B B
T

B
T (33)

where “Lagrangian factors” (FBT,FT) are the adjoints of mappings
(30), describing Lagrangian transport by distributive mixing (Section
2.4.2), and “thermal factors” (GB,G) incorporate thermal boundary
conditions (BCs) and diffusion. Thermal factors GB and G are the
(thermal) transfer operators that link Lagrangian and thermal transport.
Factorisation (33) separates step-wise thermal transport Tn+1=UTn
into the successive action of the thermal and Lagrangian factor ac-
cording to Fig. 11:

• Thermal factor G (via the temperature) changes the heat content of
the fluid parcels by the thermal BCs (here “resetting” the tempera-
ture upon re-injection) and diffusive heat transfer between fluid
parcels: Tn†=GTn. This process is beyond the direct control of the
pumping scheme.
• Lagrangian factor FT subsequently redistributes the (during this
action) isothermal fluid parcels by the flow: Tn+1= FTTn†. The
pumping scheme admits direct control of this process, advancing the
LCSs, in their capacity as governing entities for Lagrangian trans-
port, as “internal thermal actuators”.

The factorisation reveals that the LCSs and pumping scheme access

9 The “branches” in fact emerge from LCSs inextricably linked to the islands
(shown in Sec. 4.5.2).

10 Mappings (30), by virtue of equivalence (14), correspond with both
thermal velocity =u u for step duration T and fluid velocity u for step
duration = /T T .
11 Relations Zn ' =ℛnZn and Z0 ' =ℛnZ0 specifically concern expression of

the evolution of the Lagrangian positions of passive tracers released at Z0 fol-
lowing (30) and the global Eulerian temperature evolution on the discrete fixed
positions Z0 following (31), respectively, in the co-rotating reference frame.
Hence, former and latter relations must not identify for arbitrary n.
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the thermal problem via the intermediate temperature Tn†. Hence LCS-
based in situ processing effectively controls the evolution from Tn† to
(step-wise) final state Tn+1; the prior evolution from Tn to Tn† occurs
via diffusion and BCs and is beyond direct control.

Consider for illustration of the factor-wise transport the heat
transfer in the base flow. This embarks on defining the “extraction
zone” ℰ and “re-injection zone” ℐ as the regions via which the ex-
tractor-injector pair extracts/re-injects material during a given time
span T . Fig. 12a gives the factor-wise temperature evolution corre-
sponding with the temperature evolution in Fig. 3a for Pe=106 (re-
presenting the advective limit) due to the alternating action of thermal
factor GB (Tn†=GBTn) and Lagrangian factor FBT

(Tn+1= FBTTn†=UBTn). Thermal factor GB changes the heat content of
the (during this step stationary) fluid parcels by resetting their tem-
perature in the extraction zone12 (bounded by the grey solid arc for Tn†)
to inlet temperature Tc following

= =G T x T x G T x T x y( ) for , ( ) ( ) for ,B B c B B B (34)

causing the formation of the “cold spots” attached to the extraction
well in the intermediate temperature fields Tn† (and the thin thermal
boundary layer at the injection well in T0†). Lagrangian factor FBT

subsequently redistributes the (during this step isothermal) fluid parcels
by recycling the extracted/reset material in the re-injection zone de-
marcated by the grey dashed arc for Tn. Repeated extraction/re-injec-
tion results in a step-wise downward propagation of the thermal front
(indicated in Fig. 12a by grey dashed and black solid arcs for T1 and T2,
respectively) that separates cold re-injected fluid (blue) from hot ori-
ginal fluid (red). Fig. 12b demonstrates the factor-wise temperature
evolution for the generic case of diffusion by the evolution for Pe=102

(Fig. 8b). This reveals behaviour essentially similar to that of the ad-
vective limit (Fig. 12a) yet now including significant smoothing of
temperature gradients due to appreciable diffusive heat exchange be-
tween fluid parcels. The latter augments the thermal factor to

=G DG ,B B (35)

with D incorporating the smoothing effect of diffusion and GB
∞ the

thermal factor in the advective limit according to (34) accounting only

Fig. 11. Separation of the total heat transfer into purely thermal transport between and purely Lagrangian transport of fluid parcels by factorisation of the step-wise
temperature evolution Tn+1=UTn into the successive action of thermal (Tn†=GTn) and Lagrangian (Tn+1= FTTn†) factors according to (33). Lagrangian transport
admits direct control by the pumping scheme via the LCSs (advancing them as “internal thermal actuators”) and thus is within the reach of the LCS-based in situ
processing strategy; prior thermal transport via diffusion and BCs is beyond direct control.

Fig. 12. Factor-wise temperature evolution for the base flow in the advective limit and typical advective-diffusive conditions (represented by Pe=106 and Pe=102,
respectively) due to alternating action of thermal factor GB and Lagrangian factor FBT for time interval = 1T . Blue and red indicates inlet temperature Tc= ϑ and
initial temperature Th=1. respectively; grey solid/dashed arcs indicate boundary of extraction/injection zones; solid black arc indicates thermal front. (Extraction-
zone boundary and thermal front coincide for n=1.)

12 Extraction zone ℰ includes the (boundary segment associated with the)
injection well.
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for change in heat content of fluid parcels by temperature resetting
upon re-injection. However, the close resemblance in the factorisations
for Pe=106 and Pe=102 suggests, consistent with the findings in
Section 3.1, an only localised effect of diffusion in the considered Pe-
ranges. Hence, the action of thermal factor GB here primarily consists of
the thermal resetting in the extraction zone demonstrated in Fig. 12 for
T0† and T1†.

The RPM admits an equivalent factorisation of operator U according
to (33) and Fig. 13 demonstrates the factor-wise evolution for typical
temperature evolutions in the 3-step flow at moderate diffusion
(Pe=104). (The factorisation is relative to the co-rotating reference
frame demonstrated in Fig. B.21b; thus initial/intermediate states (Tn,
Tn†) and final state (Tn+1) of a given step n are expressed relative to
frames xn and xn+1= R−1(xn), respectively.) This reveals essential si-
milarities with the base flow (Fig. 12): (i) temperature resetting of the
fluid parcels to Tc in the extraction zone (solid grey curve) by thermal
factor G via Tn†=GTn; (ii) redistribution of the fluid parcels by their
mapping onto the re-injection zone (dashed grey curve) by Lagrangian
factor FT via Tn+1=GTn†. (Redistribution here includes step-wise re-
orientation and thus yields shown position of extraction versus re-in-
jection zone.) Moreover, the impact of diffusion is again restricted to
localised smoothing of temperature gradients, meaning that also in the
RPM flow the action of thermal factor G primarily consists of thermal
resetting in the extraction zone. This similarity is a direct consequence
of the fact that thermal factor G through relation (33) identifies with
thermal factor GB of the base flow following (34) and (35) in the initial

reference frame xn. Hence coincidence of the extraction zones for in-
termediate temperature Tn† in Figs. 12 and 13. However, an essential
difference is that the step-wise progression, by virtue of the reorienta-
tion, gradually “eats away” the interior hot region until a central hot
core as shown in Fig. 9b remains. This behaviour is inextricably linked
to the LCSs and their role in the thermal transport, which is elaborated
below.

4.4. Towards an LCS-based in situ processing strategy for RPM flows

The spectral decomposition of the temperature evolution (Section
4.2) and factorisation of the step-wise heat transfer (Section 4.3) fa-
cilitate determination of the sought-after link between thermal trans-
port and LCSs required for the LCS-based processing strategy (Section
4.1). The general connection between thermal transport and individual
(dis)connected LCSs is established by the factorisation in Sections 4.4.1
and 4.4.2; the spectral decomposition is subsequently employed to
isolate the subset of (dis)connected LCSs that are relevant for in situ
processing in Section 4.4.3.

4.4.1. Connected versus disconnected LCSs
The factorisation following Section 4.3 enables rigorous definition

of the two fundamental kinds of entities in the Lagrangian flow to-
pology identified in Section 3.3, i.e. connected versus disconnected LCSs,
based on their interaction with the associated extraction/re-injection
zones. Fig. 14 gives the stroboscopic map for the 3-step and 8-step

Fig. 13. Factor-wise temperature evolution for RPM flows in advective-diffusive conditions due to alternating action of thermal factor G and Lagrangian factor FT

demonstrated by the 3-step flow for Pe=104 and = 1T . Blue and red indicates inlet temperature Tc= ϑ and initial temperature Th=1. respectively; grey solid/
dashed arcs indicate boundary of extraction/injection zones.) (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)

Fig. 14. Identification of the (dis)connected LCSs in the Lagrangian flow topology (visualised by stroboscopic map s) of the 8-step and 3-step companion RPM flows
for =T T as indicated by the extraction and re-injection zones corresponding with the thermal and Lagrangian factors. Former and latter zones are bounded by
the blue/solid and cyan/dashed arcs, respectively.
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companion RPM flows as a function of T including the extraction
(blue) and re-injection (cyan) zones corresponding with the thermal
and Lagrangian factors. (The relative orientation of extraction and re-
injection zones emanates from the beforementioned reorientation be-
tween initial and final states of a given step n. ) LCSs (partially) coin-
ciding with these zones exchange fluid with the wells in the companion
flow and constitute hydraulically connected LCSs; these entities – owing
to mass conservation – invariably connect with both extraction and re-
injection zones and thus accommodate a circulation akin to that of the
base flow. LCSs outside said zones entrap fluid indefinitely in the
companion flow and thus define hydraulically disconnected LCSs. The
hydraulically (dis)connected LCSs of the companion RPM flow define
the thermally (dis)connected LCS in the advective limit of the actual
RPM flow (Section 3.3). Here only the central island is a disconnected
LCS; all others entities are connected LCSs.13 Hence the gradual
emergence of the hot core in Fig. 13 exactly on the corresponding island
for = 0.1T in Fig. 14a and the consistent coincidence of said core and
island in all the cases shown in Fig. 8. Diffusion softens the link between
LCSs and temperature field and admits “thermal crosstalk” between
(dis)connected LCSs via the smooth transitions from thermally-reset
regions (blue) to unaffected regions (red) in Figs. 12 and 13. This un-
derlies the gradual spreading of the hot core across the boundary of the
central island in Fig. 9.

4.4.2. Thermal transport versus individual (dis)connected LCSs
The fundamental connection between thermal and Lagrangian

transport can be further differentiated to individual (dis)connected LCSs
using the property that LCSs partition the Lagrangian flow topology
into disjoint subregions between which no fluid exchange occurs. This
implies an embedded block-diagonal structure of step-wise mapping F
in (30), which can be exposed by a reordering of the global position
vector via = PZ, with P the permutation operator as per (Speetjens
et al., 2013), yielding

= = = … …F F PFP F F, bdiag( , , , ),n
n T

j0 1 (36)

where blocks Fj describe the local Lagrangian transport of fluid parcels
within LCS j (e.g. an island).14 Restriction of fluid motion to individual
LCSs, reflected in the embedded structure (36), has important im-
plications for the associated thermal transport. Consider to this end the
step-wise RPM evolution according to (31) relative to the reordered
position vector, i.e.

= = = =U U PUP F GT T T[ ] [ ] [ ], ,n
Tn

n
n T T

0 0 0 0 (37)

using commutation property Pℛn=ℛnP, with F∗ following (36)
and G∗= PGPT. Heat exchange between LCSs is absent in the advective
limit and the thermal factor, in consequence, adopts the block-diagonal
structure of the Lagrangian factor F∗, i.e. = … …G G Gbdiag( , , , )j1 , with
Gj the factor associated with LCS j. The identical block-diagonal struc-
ture of the factors in said limit is imparted on U∗, yielding

= = … … =U F G U U U F Gbdiag( , , , ), ,T
j j j

T
j1 (38)

meaning that the heat transfer is subject to the same LCS-wise re-
striction as the fluid motion, where Gj depends on the nature of LCS j.
This signifies a fundamental embedding of the LCSs in the (advective)
heat transfer. Disconnected LCSs are thermally isolated, implying Gj= I
and thus Uj= FjT, rendering thermal transport equivalent to

distributive mixing. Connected LCSs, on the other hand, accommodate
a circulation similar to the base flow, implying a thermal factor Gj

following (34). Hence fluid parcels in disconnected and connected LCSs
maintain the initial temperature and are (over several cycles) reset to
the inlet temperature, respectively, resulting in a temperature field that
is strictly separated by (dis)connected LCSs.

Diffusion results in the beforementioned “thermal crosstalk” be-
tween (dis)connected LCSs and thus lifts the LCS-wise restriction of the
heat transfer. This manifests itself in the breakdown of the above block-
diagonal structure of the global thermal factor G∗ and, inherently, U∗

according to (38). The Lagrangian factor F ∗
T, on the other hand, retains

its block-diagonal structure and thereby reflects the fact that the La-
grangian flow topology (and its partitioning by LCSs) remains funda-
mentally embedded in the thermal transport in case of diffusion. Thus
U∗ remains diagonally dominant – signifying a strong correlation be-
tween LCSs and heat transfer – in the relevant Pe-range. This pivotal
role of LCSs in the structure of U∗ and, inherently, the system dynamics
substantiates their designation as “internal thermal actuators” fol-
lowing Fig. 11 and naturally advances the proposed LCS-based ap-
proach as a suitable way for pro-active in situ processing.

4.4.3. Dominant LCSs in the thermal transport
The example in Fig. 10 demonstrated that only LCS associated with

the dominant modes in spectral decomposition (26) of the temperature
evolution are relevant to the thermal transport. The link between in-
dividual LCSs and said evolution established above enables systematic
isolation of these LCSs (denoted “dominant LCSs” hereafter). Express
(26) to this end in terms of state-space representation (37), i.e.

= =
=

UT T[ ] [ ] [ ]e ,n
Tn n

k
k k

nµ
0 0 0

0
0 kT

(39)

where the block-diagonal structure (38) of U∗ in the advective limit
implies – reminiscent of distributive mixing (Speetjens et al., 2013) – a
strict partitioning of the total set of eigenmodes into subsets that each
belong to a given LCS.15 Hence, thermal eigenmodes and LCSs are
(spatially) inextricably linked. Moreover, the corresponding (gener-
ically complex) eigenvalues μk= σk+ iωk, with ℜ(μk)≤ 0 (Section
2.4.1), depend on the kind of LCS. Heat depletion versus thermal iso-
lation for (dis)connected LCSs namely implies

< =µ µ( ) 0, ( ) 0,k kconnected LCSs disconnected LCSsR R (40)

meaning that decaying (ℜ(μk) < 0) and invariant (ℜ(μk)= 0)
modes are (in the advective limit) strictly tied to connected and dis-
connected LCSs, respectively, consistent with the earlier finding that
fluid parcels maintain the initial temperature in the former LCSs and
are reset to the inlet temperature in the latter LCSs. Hence the dis-
connected LCSs constitute the dominant LCSs associated with thermal
confinement and the connected LCSs with the slowest temperature re-
setting define the dominant LCS governing the thermal interaction
between reservoir and wells.

Diffusion, by breaking the block-diagonal structure (38), “softens”
the link between thermal eigenmodes and LCSs. Thus the former gra-
dually extend beyond the boundaries of the latter, thereby establishing
couplings between (dis)connected LCSs. However, eigenmodes and
LCSs remain (spatially) closely correlated by virtue of the persisting
diagonally-dominant structure of U∗ imparted by the Lagrangian flow
topology (Section 4.4.2) ; a given eigenmode therefore stays the
“strongest” within the LCS associated with its advective limit. Fur-
thermore, diffusion, by accomplishing global heat depletion, causes all13 Connected LCSs must not necessarily fully coincide with the extraction/re-

injection zones. For island chains as those enclosing the central island it e.g.
suffices if (at least) one island is within said zones. The cyclic progression
through the chain then always causes material elements within any island to
reach the zones and connect with the wells.
14 Relation (36) hinges on the fact that, analogous with the spectral decom-

position, the stroboscopic map s of the period-wise and step-wise co-rotating
evolutions identify (Varghese et al., 2017; Speetjens et al., 2006).

15 This connection between spectral decomposition of the PF operator (and its
adjoint, the Koopman operator) and composition of the Lagrangian flow to-
pology is a fundamental property of advective transport and has e.g. found
application for the isolation and visualisation of LCSs (Froyland et al., 2007;
Budišić and Mezić, 2012).
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eigenvalues to meet ℜ(μk) < 0 yet the above ordering by (dis)con-
nected LCSs generically persists, implying a smooth transition of (40)
into

< <µ µmax ( )| max ( )| 0,k kconnected LCSs disconnected LCSsR R (41)

upon departure from the advective limit. Thus the above roles of the
disconnected and connected LCSs as dominant LCSs for thermal con-
finement and thermal interaction, respectively, are generically pre-
served upon introducing diffusion. The example in Fig. 10 demonstrates
these characteristics. The first leading eigenmode ψ1 is linked with the
central island (i.e. the sole disconnected LCS) and, given moderate
diffusion, slightly extends beyond its boundary while marginally de-
parting from the advective limit μ1= 0 for the associated eigenvalue.
The second leading eigenmode ψ2 closely correlates with one of the
island chains surrounding the central island and, given ψ2 connects with
the wells, designates this a connected LCS. Coincidence of non-zero
regions of ψ1 and ψ2 with both LCSs reflects coupling due to diffusion.
However, each mode clearly remains the ”strongest” within its asso-
ciated LCS. Furthermore, relation μ2 < μ1 signifies consistency with
inequality (41).

4.5. LCS-based in situ processing by RPM flows

The common objective for generic in situ processing problems is
creation of a well-defined processing zone and associated boundary
(Section 4.1). Such zones correspond in the present thermal context
with subsurface regions that, reminiscent of the persistent hot cores
mentioned before, maximally confine heat and maintain the initial
temperature (“thermal confinement”). Essential to in situ processing
furthermore is scalar exchange and interaction between processing
zone and wells; here this consists of heat transfer between former and

latter (“thermal interaction”). The link between thermal and La-
grangian transport established in Section 4.4 lays the groundwork for
LCS-based in situ processing by RPM flows by enabling systematic de-
marcation and characterisation of thermal-confinement zones and
thermal-interaction channels and association with specific (dis)con-
nected LCSs for the generic case of diffusion. This is elaborated for
thermal confinement and interaction in Sections. 4.5.1 and 4.5.2, re-
spectively.

4.5.1. Thermal confinement
The beforementioned central island is the sole disconnected LCS in

the considered RPM flows and thus the dominant LCS associated with
thermal confinement. The leading eigenmode ψ1 is, by virtue of in-
equality (41), inextricably linked to this LCS and its non-zero regions
thus demarcate the associated thermal-confinement zone in the generic
case of diffusion. Fig. 10 clearly demonstrates this essential connection
(and close correlation) between leading eigenmode ψ1 and said island.

The “thermal-confinement mode” ψ1 versus the Lagrangian flow
topology (right column) is given in Fig. 15 for the 8-step flow as a
function of the pumping scheme (step durationT ) and Pe. This reveals
the persistence of a thermal-confinement zone throughout parameter
space that continues to be “shaped” by the central island, irrespective of
considerable changes in its extent and location with varying conditions.
Diffusion renders the correlation between thermal mode ψ1 and island
progressively non-trivial yet a clear link – and ability for confinement –
exists for Pe (10 )3O . (This parameter range encompasses most prac-
tical cases.) The constancy of this link for a wide Pe-range reveals that
LCSs indeed act as “internal thermal actuators” following Fig. 11. This
supports the working principle of the LCS-based approach by demon-
strating that the association of a thermal-confinement mode with
dominant disconnected LCS(s) facilitates, even for significant diffusion,

Fig. 15. Thermal-confinement mode ψ1 in the 8-step flow for given T and Pe versus Lagrangian flow topology (right column) for the companion RPM flow at
corresponding =T T .
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well-controlled creation and regulation of an in situ processing zone.
Fig. 16 shows the thermal-confinement mode for given pumping

scheme and Pe versus the Lagrangian flow topology (right column) in
the 3-step flow. This exposes an equally strong (and robust) correlation
between thermal-confinement mode and central island and thus sub-
stantiates the above findings and, in turn, the generality and potential
of the LCS-based approach. Note that the 3-step flow belongs to the
generic class of configurations with an odd number of steps, which
accommodate far smaller disconnected islands compared to “even-step”
configurations (as e.g. the above 8-step flow).16 This generically tends
to render “odd-step” flows less suitable for establishment of thermal-
confinement zones. However, diffusion may expand the latter to similar
sizes as in “even-step” flows. (Compare e.g. case =Pe( , ) (4, 10 )4T for
the 8-step versus 3-step flow in Figs. 15e and 16c, respectively.) Hence,
“odd-step” flows may be equally effective for thermal confinement as
their “even-step” counterparts – thus increasing the processing cap-
abilities – in case of significant diffusion.

The thermal-confinement zones accomplish maximal yet not in-
definite confinement of heat in the generic case of diffusion due to the
heat exchange between (dis)connected LCSs for finite Pe (Section
4.4.2). Hence, a given temperature distribution has a characteristic
decay time (or, equivalently, “lifetime”) τ1=−1/μ1, with μ1 the ei-
genvalues corresponding with ψ1 in Figs. 15 and 16. For the application
examples in Section 4.1, lifetime τ1 determines the required treatment
time for contaminated groundwater or dissolved minerals within the
confinement zone or the safe operating window for in situ recovery
exterior to said zone. Fig. 17 shows the relative lifetime

= = µ/ 1/1 1 1T T versus Pe and T , revealing (consistent with
weaker diffusion retarding heat release) an increase with Pe approxi-
mately following the power law τ1 '∝ Pen (indicated by lines). The rate
of increase is comparable (i.e. n ≃ 0.55−0.6) for all T in the 8-step
flow, signifying an only marginal dependence on the pumping scheme

(Fig. 17a). The 3-step flow, on the other hand, is far more sensitive to Pe
for “higher” T (Fig. 17b); compare to this end n ≃ 0.25 for 2T

versus n ≃ 0.44 for 4T .
Moreover, the relative lifetime for given Pe depends significantly on

both pumping scheme and well configuration, as demonstrated in
Fig. 17c for τ1' at Pe=103 (dashed vertical line in Fig. 17a and b) and
again follows a power law, i.e. n

1 T (curves), with n=−0.76 and
n=−1.51 for the 3-step and 8-step flows, respectively. Hence, in-
creasing the step durationT considerably reduces the relative lifetime
τ1'. This must be attributed to the increasingly chaotic environment –
which promotes (thermal) transport – surrounding the central island
with increasing =T T (Figs. 15 and 16). These findings reveal a
strong (and non-trivial) dependence of the confinement abilities on the
flow conditions. The 8-step flow yields substantially higher lifetimes –
signifying stronger confinement – because of the far larger central is-
land compared to the 3-step flow yet has a much greater sensitivity to
T (enabling greater variation and flexibility of operating conditions)
due to the considerable decrease in island size with longer step dura-
tions. Hence the optimal well configuration and pumping scheme de-
pend on the particular purpose and goals. The strong link between
thermal-confinement mode and corresponding LCS in any case admit
robust and accurate regulation of this process.

4.5.2. Thermal interaction
Thermal interaction relies essentially on (thermal) transport be-

tween wells and hot core and thus connected LCSs come into play. The
spectral decomposition enables systematic identification of the under-
lying “transport paths” and relevant LCSs. Thermal interaction, by
virtue of inequality (41), namely is dominated by the slowest-decaying
mode that appreciably extends from the central island into the con-
nected LCS(s). The link between thermal eigenmodes and LCSs estab-
lished in Section 4.4.3 implies an accompanying dominant LCS that via
the LCS-based actuation following Fig. 11 facilitates regulation of the
thermal interaction. Reconsider to this end the example shown in
Fig. 10. The second leading eigenmode ψ2 (Fig. 10b) clearly connects
the hot core with the wells via the 3 emerging “branches” and thus
defines this “thermal-interaction mode”. The investigation below de-
monstrates that the latter generically coincides with mode ψ2 and iso-
lates the associated connected LCSs.

Fig. 18a and b give typical thermal-interaction modes ψ2 for the 3-
step flow in the thermal-confinement range Pe (10 )3O for = 1T

Fig. 16. Thermal-confinement mode ψ1 in the 3-step flow for given T and Pe versus Lagrangian flow topology (right column) for the companion RPM flow at
corresponding =T T .

16 The wells in the odd-step configurations act either as source or as sink. This
promotes “short-circuiting” of the fluid transport between adjacent source-sink
pairs and leaves comparable little room for the formation of a central island
entrapping fluid. Wells in even-step configurations, on the other hand, con-
tinuously alternative between source and sink functions and thus tend to
“slosh” fluid back and forth through the same well. This promotes fluid en-
trapment and, in consequence, formation of a large central island. Refer to
(Varghese et al., 2017) for details.
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versus the Lagrangian fluid exchange between wells and reservoir in the
companion RPM flow at = 0.1T (Fig. 18c). The latter is visualised by
the stroboscopic map of a single tracer released just outside the dis-
connected island centred on the green marker (indicating the corre-
sponding elliptic periodic point following Appendix A) and exposes a
continuous circulation past this entity via local “gyres” (indicated by
blue arrows in Fig. 18c) driven by adjacent injector-extractor pairs. This
sets up three incoming “jets” of cold fluid (each comprising two
counter-rotating gyres) emanating from injectors (1,3,5) and impinging
upon the central island. These cold jets thus extract heat from the hot
core and constitute the connected LCSs that dictate the thermal inter-
action. The non-zero regions of the corresponding thermal-interaction
modes that extend from the hot core coincide with the outgoing hot jets

and thus delineate the “transport paths” for advective heat transfer
from hot core to extractors (2,4,6). Comparing Fig. 18a and b reveals
that the impact of diffusion is restricted to widening of the connecting
paths between core and extractors. The formation of gyres by adjacent
injector-extractor pairs is generic for “odd-step” flows at lower step
durations (Varghese et al., 2017). Hence, thermal-interaction modes for
N-step configurations describe essentially similar patterns as in Fig. 18a
and b yet consisting of N “branches” extending away from the hot core
to the extractors.

The thermal-interaction mode ψ2 changes dramatically upon in-
creasing the step durationT , as demonstrated in Fig. 18d for Pe=103

and = 4T , due to a fundamental change in the Lagrangian fluid mo-
tion. The stroboscopic map in Fig. 18e namely reveals the emergence of

Fig. 17. Relative lifetime τ1' of the thermal-confinement zone versus pumping scheme and Pe. Lines and curves in panels (a,b) and c correspond with power laws
τ1 '∝ Pen and n

1 T , respectively.

Fig. 18. Thermal-interaction mode ψ2 in the 3-step flow for givenT and Pe versus Lagrangian fluid exchange between wells and reservoir (right column; visua-
lisation by stroboscopic map of single tracer) in the companion RPM flow at corresponding =T T . Blue arrows in panel c indicate gyres; green dot in panels (c,e)
indicates centre of disconnected island; cyan stars and blue/red curves indicate chain of hyperbolic periodic points and (segments of) associated stable/unstable
manifolds, respectively; cyan arrows in panel e indicate principal transport directions. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
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a chain of 3 periodic points (cyan stars), i.e. cyclically returning ma-
terial points according to (A.2) and Fig. 20b, around the disconnected
island centred on the green marker. These periodic points are of the
hyperbolic type (complementary to said elliptic point) and determine the
Lagrangian fluid transport by their associated LCSs, i.e. the stable and
unstable manifolds, following Fig. 20c (right).17 The (un)stable mani-
folds and the impact upon the transport are visualised by the strobo-
scopic map of a minute circle of tracers (black markers) released on the
upper hyperbolic point. The “earlier” stages of said stroboscopic map
outline segments of the unstable manifold (red markers); the reflections
about the symmetry axis (dashed line), by virtue of time-reversal
symmetry, outline segments of the corresponding stable manifold (blue
markers) (Varghese et al., 2017; Aref et al., 2017). The (un)stable
manifolds delineate the principal transport directions (indicated by
blue arrows) and set up the fluid exchange between wells and central
region as well as the local circulation around the disconnected island
associated with the latter.18 This construct of hyperbolic points and
manifolds defines the dominant connected LCSs associated with the
thermal-interaction mode ψ2. Outflux of hot fluid occurs via the un-
stable (red) manifold segments extending from hot core to extractors

(4,6); influx of cold fluid occurs via the stable (blue) manifold segments
between hot core and injectors (1,3).19 Thus said unstable manifold
segments dictate the advective heat transfer from core to extractors and
“shape” the thermal-interaction mode ψ2 in a similar way as the out-
going hot jets in Fig. 18c “shape” the modes in Fig. 18a and b.

The manifold construct in Fig. 18e reveals that the thermal inter-
action between central region and wells happens primarily through
injectors (1,3) and extractors (4,6). Moreover, the complex eigenvalue
μ2= σ2+ iω2, with σ2=−0.42 and ω2= 2.20, signifies a thermal
interaction dominated by an oscillatory advective heat flux asynchro-
nous with the step-wise switching of the pumping scheme. The period
time of the former namely equals = = <2 / 2.862T T . This re-
flects the non-trivial interaction between advective and diffusive heat
transfer.

The thermal-interaction modes versus Lagrangian flow topologies
for the 8-step flow under the same (thermal) conditions are shown in
Fig. 19. This exposes a fundamental difference with the above in that,
irrespective of the step duration, the dominant connected LCSs here
always comprise of manifold constructs akin to that in Fig. 18e. Fig. 19c
and e give these constructs for = 0.1T and = 0.4T , respectively,
and reveal an essentially similar composition: a chain of hyperbolic
points (cyan stars) surrounding the disconnected island (centred on the
green marker) that via the associated stable (blue) and unstable (red)
manifolds again sets up fluid exchange between central region and
wells and a local circulation. The invariable emergence of such

Fig. 19. Thermal-interaction mode ψ2 in the 8-step flow for givenT and Pe versus Lagrangian fluid exchange between wells and reservoir (right column; visua-
lisation by stroboscopic map of single tracer) in the companion RPM flow at corresponding =T T . Green dot in panels (c,e) indicates centre of disconnected
island; cyan stars and blue/red curves indicate chain of hyperbolic periodic points and (segments of) associated stable/unstable manifolds, respectively; cyan arrows
in panel (c,e) indicate principal transport directions. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)

17 Such manifolds are the actual LCSs from which the 3 “branches” in
Fig. 10(b) emerge. They are nonetheless inextricably linked with the 3-island
chain at the corners of the upper island in that island chains invariably coexist
with chains of hyperbolic points and associated manifolds in the Lagrangian
flow topologies of 2D incompressible flows (Aref et al., 2017).
18 Neighbouring hyperbolic points are always connected by a stable and un-

stable manifold segment. This reflects so-called “heteroclinic manifold inter-
action” (Aref et al., 2017).

19 The unstable (red) and stable (blue) manifold segments attached to injector
3 and extractor 4, respectively, interact heteroclinically with manifolds (of
opposite stability) extending from the core.
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constructs stems from the fact that the Lagrangian flow topology for
“even-step” flows, instead of gyres as in Fig. 18c, tends towards a global
island for diminishingT (Varghese et al., 2017). Hence, the confine-
ment zone and its immediate environment is topologically the same for
anyT and the advective heat transfer is therefore always dictated by
the unstable (red) manifold segments. For lower step durations this
gives rise to a large-scale advective circulation zone around the central
region and the emergence of “hot plumes” extending towards the wells,
as demonstrated in Fig. 19a and b, where diffusion merely has a
smoothing effect.

Higher step durations cause a progressive diminution of the central
island in favour of an expanding manifold construct as shown in
Fig. 19e for = 4T . The resulting outflux and influx of hot/cold fluid –
and thus the advective heat transfer – increasingly concentrate around
the (un)stable manifold segments extending from hot core to wells (6,8)
and (1,3), respectively, as demonstrated in Fig. 19d for = 4T and
Pe=103. The manifold construct thus reveals that wells (1,3) and
(6,8), though wells in “even-step” flows alternately act as injector and
extractor, predominantly behave as injectors and extractors, respec-
tively. The complex eigenvalue μ2= σ2+ iω2, with σ2=−0.41 and
ω2= 2.37 signifies, as observed before for the 3-step flow, oscillatory
thermal transport that, given period time = = <2 / 2.652T T , is
asynchronous with the step-wise switching of the pumping scheme.

The thermal-interaction mode of the 8-step flow in Fig. 19d – in-
cluding the corresponding eigenvalue μ2 – is strikingly similar to its
counterpart in the 3-step flow following Fig. 18d and, together with
increasingly comparable thermal-confinement zones (Section 4.5.1),
implies a growing similarity in the confinement characteristics for
higher step durations. This must be attributed to the increasingly si-
milar Lagrangian flow topologies, evident from comparing Fig. 18e and
Fig. 19e, and in particular the manifold construct around the central
island that governs the advective heat transfer from the confinement
zone. This corroborates the crucial role of a small (and well-identifi-
able) set of dominant LCSs in the thermal transport and thus lends
further support to the proposed LCS-based approach as per Fig. 11 for
robust and accurate regulation of in situ processing.

5. Conclusions

The study investigates scalar transport in enhanced subsurface flows
driven by injection and extraction wells for two generic transport pro-
blems of great practical relevance: (i) rapid scalar extraction and (ii)
contained in situ processing. These transport problems are (without loss of
generality) examined in terms of the thermal transport in a two-dimen-
sional (2D) circular subsurface reservoir with a Darcy-type flow driven by
injection and extraction wells positioned on its perimeter. Considered are
steady flow due to a static injector-extractor pair (“base flow”) and time-
periodic flows due to reoriented well pairs (“RPM flow”). Lagrangian
(fluid) transport is key to the problems of interest due to their generically
advection-dominated nature and thus the notion of Lagrangian coherent
structures (LCSs) is adopted for in-depth analyses and development of new
concepts for subsurface flow engineering.

Heat extraction is governed by the Lagrangian motion of the
thermal front; the latter reaching (one of) the extraction well(s), sig-
nifying “thermal breakthrough”, reduces the production temperature
and, by virtue of energy conservation, the heat extraction compared to
the pre-breakthrough stage. Thus the base flow in case of instantaneous
thermal breakthrough and purely advective heat transfer yields the
(theoretically) fastest heat extraction; any other configuration is in-
variably slower. Moreover, the base flow generically outperforms RPM
flows regarding heat extraction, meaning that well reorientation (in
RPM-like reservoir flow) is for this purpose ineffective. Diffusion re-
tards heat extraction in the base flow yet generically accelerates this
process in RPM flows. The essentially different behaviour of the RPM
flows stems from the existence of island-like LCSs that disconnect

regions from the extraction wells by entrapping fluid in the reservoir
interior. Such “disconnected LCSs” entrap heat indefinitely in the ad-
vective limit; diffusion promotes heat release from these entities yet
they nonetheless retard heat extraction compared to the base flow. This
explains both the underperformance of RPM flows relative to the base
flow and the reduction in performance gap between former and latter
with stronger diffusion.

Heat entrapment by disconnected LCSs in RPM flows – attributes
detrimental for heat extraction – has in fact great potential for in situ
processing in contained zones. LCS (via a mathematical technique
known as “operator factorisation”) are namely shown to be funda-
mentally embedded in the thermal transport and, given they admit
rapid and accurate control by the pumping scheme, thus naturally
emerge as “internal actuators” for the creation of (dynamic) processing
zones and reaction fronts. Two key elements of in situ processing, viz. the
formation of a thermal-confinement zone and its interaction with the
wells by advective heat transfer, are rigorously linked to specific LCSs
by so-called “spectral decomposition” of the temperature evolution into
fundamental dynamic states (“eigenmodes”). This enables (akin to de-
termination of dominant frequencies in an audio signal by Fourier
analysis) isolation of two eigenmodes that govern confinement and
interaction for the generic case of diffusion. First, a “thermal-confine-
ment mode” demarcating the effective confinement zone associated
with the beforementioned disconnected LCS. Second, an accompanying
“thermal-interaction mode” demarcating the channels of advective heat
transfer between said zone and the wells. The connected LCSs corre-
sponding with these channels are material curves (“manifolds”) ema-
nating from a chain of cyclically returning material points (“hyperbolic
points”) surrounding the confinement zone; these manifolds delineate
the principal transport directions away from this zone.

The approach adopted for scalar transport in RPM flows generalises
to more complex (subsurface) systems. The formation of LCSs occurs for
any fluid transport subject to continuity and mass conservation, irre-
spective of e.g. fluid rheology or domain geometry. Moreover, only
limited sets of LCSs are permissible for a given flow class. The
Lagrangian flow topology of 2D incompressible (reservoir) flows e.g.
always consists of the same two elementary building blocks as en-
countered in the RPM flows: islands and chaotic seas. Case-specific is
only their particular arrangement; anisotropy e.g. has a major impact
on this arrangement in RPM flows (Varghese et al., 2017). The eigen-
mode structure of the corresponding temperature evolutions and its
intimate connection with the LCSs is equally generic. Heterogeneity and
the typically non-Fickian scalar transport ensuing from this (Berkowitz
et al., n.d.; Neuman and Tartakovsky, 2009; Dentz et al., 2011; Lester
et al., 2016; Dentz et al., 2016), though significantly impacting the
dynamics, does not fundamentally alter this generic behaviour. Fur-
thermore, Lagrangian and scalar transport in essentially 3D systems,
though dynamically far richer, exhibits similar generic properties and
structures (Aref et al., 2017). Hence, investigation and characterisation
of subsurface transport by LCSs and associated eigenmodes as well as
the proposed LCS-based in situ processing in principle is applicable to
any reservoir flow. Key premise for in situ processing is the existence of
disconnected LCSs; parametric studies on the Lagrangian flow topology
using stroboscopic maps offer a systematic way to identify such con-
ditions in generic reservoir flows.

The above framework admits relatively straightforward integration
into computational tools for subsurface transport analyses and devel-
opment of reservoir-management scheme due to the data-based nature
of the employed methods. The thermal-confinement/interaction modes
that characterise confinement can be isolated from temperature data by
the data-analysis technique “dynamic mode decomposition”; the cor-
responding LCSs can be visualised by stroboscopic maps constructed
from velocity data. Both temperature and velocity data can be obtained
via conventional CFD, making the methodology (as applied to RPM
flows in this study) accessible to basically any (subsurface) flow
amenable to numerical simulation.
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Appendix A: Essentials of Lagrangian coherent structures (LCSs)

The following outlines the essentials of Lagrangian coherent structures (LCSs) and their usage for transport analyses. Refer to (Haller, 2015; Aref
et al., 2017) for background and details.

In time-periodic flows, a common way to visualise the Lagrangian motion of passive tracers described by (9) is via so-called “stroboscopic
maps”.20 Such maps consist of the sequence of positions at the end of each period, i.e.

= … … =z z z z z z( ) { , , , , }, ( ),k k
k

0 0 1 0periodS T (A.1)

and capture the tracer dynamics as if illuminated by a stroboscope (Fig. 20a) (Aref et al., 2017). Stroboscopic maps visualise the Lagrangian flow
topology of time-periodic flows in a way similar to streamlines in steady flows and are always organised into elementary structures, viz. said LCSs.
Such maps can be readily constructed by computational tracking routines using velocity data from e.g. conventional CFD (Varghese et al., 2017).

LCSs are in stroboscopic maps inextricably linked with so-called “periodic points”, that is, passive tracers cyclically returning to their initial
position after p periods, i.e.

=z z( ),k
k

0periodT (A.2)

as illustrated in Fig. 20b for p=1 and p=3. Two kinds of periodic points exist in 2D flows: elliptic and hyperbolic points. Elliptic points are the
center of islands formed by closed concentric orbits as shown in Fig. 20c (left). These islands thus entrap fluid and are the associated LCSs that travel
along with the elliptic points during their excursions following Fig. 20b.

Hyperbolic points are the origin of two “special” material curves that define the principal stretching (red) and contraction (blue) directions in the
flow region they inhabit following Fig. 20c (right). Former and latter curves define the so-called “unstable manifold” and “stable manifold” of the
hyperbolic point. These LCSs in time-periodic flows typically cause so-called “chaotic advection”, that is, the exponential deformation of material
fluid regions and, in consequence, rapid dispersion of passive tracers by repeated stretching and folding of fluid parcels. Thus hyperbolic points
through their manifolds generically cause the formation of chaotic seas.

Fig. 20. Lagrangian coherent structures (LCSs) in the stroboscopic maps of time-periodic flows: islands of elliptic points; unstable (red) and stable (blue) manifolds of
hyperbolic points. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

The formation of LCSs occurs for any fluid transport subject to continuity and mass conservation, irrespective of e.g. fluid rheology or domain
geometry, and only a limited set of LCSs is permissible for a given flow class. The Lagrangian flow topology of 2D incompressible (reservoir) flows
e.g. always consists of the two elementary building blocks shown in Fig. 19: islands of elliptic points and manifold pairs (and, generically, a
corresponding chaotic sea) of hyperbolic points. Their particular arrangement is case-specific, though, and differentiates different flow situations.

Appendix B: Dynamics of temperature evolution in fixed reference frame

Appendix B.1: Evolution operator and spectral decomposition

The step-wise evolution in the fixed reference frame (23) is governed by the PF operator U according to (29). The corresponding spectral
decomposition is inextricably linked to that of the evolution operatorU for the co-rotating frame following (26) in that each mode k ofU yields a
cluster of N modes forU according to

=
x x( )e ( )e ,k k

nµ
k

m

N

k
m n µ m N

0

1
( ) ( 2 i / )k kT T

(B.1)

with eigenfunctions k
m( ) following (B.4). This results in

=
= =

T x x( ) ( )e ,n

k
k

m

N

k
m n µ m N

0
0 0

1
( ) ( 2 i / )kU T

(B.2)

as spectral decomposition ofU .

20 Alternatively denoted “Poincaré sections” in literature (Aref et al., 2017).
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Fig. B.21. Step-wise temperature evolution in the 3-step flow for = 4T and Pe=104 in the fixed (top) versus co-rotating (bottom) reference frames. Solid and
dashed cyan lines indicate the x-axis and y-axis, respectively, of the co-rotating frame. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)

Consider for example the 3-step flow in Fig. 8b for = 4T and moderate diffusion (Pe=104). Fig. B.21 gives the step-wise temperature evolutions
in the fixed (top) versus co-rotating (bottom) frames. (Steps n=0,3,6 are the period-wise states and therefore identify.) Leading mode ψ1 of the step-
wise co-rotating evolution (Fig. B.22a) yields a cluster of N=3 modes comprising the isolated real mode 1

(0) (Fig. B.22b) and the complex-

conjugate pair ( , )1
(1)

1
(2)
, with 1

(1) shown in Fig. B.22c, and corresponding eigenvalues μ1 and μ1 ± 2π i/N, respectively. Note that this augments
the associated compact representation (8) accordingly.

Fig. B.22. Leading mode ψ1 of the step-wise co-rotating evolution of the 3-step flow ( = 4T , Pe=104) and corresponding cluster of modes ( , )1
(0)

1
(1) for the step-

wise fixed-frame evolution.

Appendix B.2: Eigenfunction-eigenvalue pairs

Action of operatorU of the step-wise fixed-frame evolution (29) upon the eigenfunction-eigenvalue pairs (ψk,μk) of operatorU of the step-wise
co-rotating-frame and time-periodic evolutions (28) and (25), respectively, gives

= =Rx x x x( ) e [ ( )], ( ) e ( ),p
k

pµ
k

p N
k

Nµ
kk kU UT T (B.3)

due to RN(x)= x, exposing ψk as generalized eigenfunctions of operatorU . This advances
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as eigenfunction-eigenvalue pairs of operatorU . The proof is as follows:
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Here the first step invokes property = +R e Rx x[ ( )] [ ( )]n
k

p nµ
k

p nkU , which results from expressing the operand as =R ex x[ ( )] ( )k
p pµ p

kkU
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using (B.3).

Appendix B.3: Expansion coefficients

The above reveals that each mode k in the spectral decomposition of operatorU yields a cluster of N modes for operatorU , i.e.
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where property =N NU U implies
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with =c /k
m

k
m

k
( ) ( ) the normalised expansion coefficients. The composition of eigenfunctions x( )k

m( ) following (B.4) admits reformulation of
the identity as
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advancing C0= 1 and Cp=0 for p > 0. This yields Mc= C as matrix-vector equation for the sought-after coefficients, with =M Ne /pm
mp N2 i /T

and c and C the vectors of coefficients ck (m) and Cp, respectively. Inversion via c=M−1C, with =M epm
mp N1 2 i /T , gives ck (m) = 1 for all m and, in

consequence, =k
m

k
( ) .

Appendix C: State-space representation of base flow and RPM

The state-space representation of (20) reads

= = = =t
T z t
T z t

z
z Q t U tT Z T Z[ , ]

( , )
( , )

( )
( ) ( ) ( ) [ ],B

B

B

T t

T t B B B0
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2

1
( )

2
( ) 0 0

(C.1)

with UB(t)=QBΦB(t)QB
−1, T0=QBγ and zi ∈ Z0 as before. Operator QB defines the basis of eigenvectors QB≡Q[Z0]= [ϕ0(Z0) ϕ1(Z0)⋯ ϕk(Z0)

⋯] for the base-flow orientation. Note that the state-space representation can be treated as a matrix-vector system and thus admits linear-algebra
analyses. The reoriented and base-flow eigenfunction bases through commutation property F[ℳZ0]=ℳF[Z0], with M(z) a generic spatial mapping
M(z), relate via

= =Q Q QZ Z[ ] [ ] ,n n n
B0

1
0 (C.2)

and yield

= =S Q Q Q Q ,T
B

T
B

1 1 (C.3)

with Q≡Q[Z0'] and Z0 ' =ℛnZ0 for any n, for the state-space representation of the “spectral rotation operator” S following (22).
Relation (28) – and thus also (25) – admits a similar expression as (C.1), i.e.

= = =
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where primes again indicate co-rotating coordinates, with

= = = = =U Q Q Q S Q Q Q Q Q U( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ,n n
B

n T
B

n
B B B

T n
B

T n1 1 1 1 (C.5)

using property γ=Q−1T0[Z0']=QB
−1T0[Z0] in conjunction with (C.2) and (C.3). Important to note is that operators U and UB are in (C.5) given

relative to the co-rotating (Q) and base-flow (QB) eigenfunction bases, respectively. The state-space representation of fixed-frame counterpart (23) to
(28) reads

= = = =Q U U UT Z T Z T Z T Z[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ],n
n n n n n n n

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (C.6)

with U following (C.5) and = =U Q Q Un
B

n
B

Tn n n1 its representation in terms of eigenfunction basis QB. This yields

= =U U Un n n n n (C.7)

as the corresponding fixed-frame operatorU according to (29).
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